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HJ-610 Bill Counter 
 

Thank you for choosing HJ-610 Bill Counter. We hope you enjoy using it.  

 

HJ-610 Bill Counter incorporates the latest technological advancements, which 

allow for high level performance in an ultra compact unit. This small yet powerful 

machine boasts many features of a professional grade currency counter. These 

include a 1000-1300 bills per minute counting speed, an add+batch mode, and a 

0-9999 batching and auto/manual operation option. Digital functionality, a 

reliable counterfeit detection system, and a user-friendly interface make this 

currency counter an invaluable tool in everyday money processing tasks. 

 

With an emergency stop feature, a snap-open front cover, and built-in self 

–checking system and the HJ-610 is truly a “smart” assistant you can rely upon in 

any cash-intensive environment.  
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Main feature 
1. Auto or manual start/ stop/ clear 

2. Intelligent Self –Testing function  

3. Add / Batch function 

4. Detection function 

1) Abnormal note detection 

a) Half banknotes  

b) Double banknotes 

c) Linked banknotes (Chain banknotes) 

d) Narrow notes  

2) Counterfeit note detection (optional) 

a) UV ( Ultraviolet ) 

b) MG ( Dual magnetic ) 

5. External display (optional) 

Unique Features  

1. Safe for User 

1) DC12V power supply --- safe when touched by hand.   

2) Automatic emergency stop function---safe to users when in emergency. 

For example, once a woman’s hair is rolled into the machine by accident, 

the machine could stop immediately. 

3) Motor overload protection function---to avoid any possible harm to 

users and the machine.  

4) Lower temperature rising--- after a long-term using, without a high 

rising of the temperature caused by the motor, even in the high 

temperature environment.   

5) Short-Circuit protection on the adapter---to make the adapter much 

safer.  

2. Widely used  

1) Besides using in the offices and shops, the machine could also be used in 

the cars by using a special car power connection.  

2) Suitable for 100~240V input voltage. In hence the machine is available 

for those places with unstable and fluctuant input voltage.  

3. Stable  

1) The machine rest is made by one-shot stamping molding techniques, to 

ensure the machine stable, durable and low noise.   

2) Special designed stacker wheel——to ensure receiving bills stably and 

avoid bills flying.  

3) Aluminum internal rollers——to ensure the low influence of the high 

temperature, especially after a hot transportation or used under the hot 
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environment.  

4) Stainless steel disc code——to avoid the static problem which could be 

possible to lead to the counting problem.  

4. Easy for maintenance  

1) Modularization design for all the parts, especially the power system and 

the motor——easier and faster to change the spare parts. 

2) Easier UV adjusting way 

3) 50 crews only in this machine (all the other machines have more than 

100 screws in the machine)——easy for assembly and disassembly.  

4) Self-Diagnosing of malfunctions and result indications——find the 

problem easily and quickly.  

5) Simple and terse design of the wiring 

6) Oil free bearing——reduce the workload of maintenance for this part 

5. Compact and unique in design  

1) Compact----save space for users.  

2) Portable – Light for users to carry.  

3) Openable upper cover --- unique design in the world, easy for cleaning 

and taking out the jammed bills by the users.  

4) Fashion and special design of the appearance. 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

Item Parameter 

Counting Speed 1000 -1300pcs/min 

Hopper Capacity 100-130 bills 

Stacker Capacity 100 bills 

Display 3+4 digits LED displays from 1~9999 

Max Size of suitable note 175*80*0.15 mm 

Power Supply AC 100-240V, 50/60 Hz  DC12V 

Power Consumption < 60W 

Dimension 260*260*150 mm (L * W * H) 

Net Weight 3.8KG 

 

HUIJIN Supply 1 year warranty for all products 


